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Partial replication of Fraundorf & Watson (F&W) [1]

▪ retelling short passages of Alice in Wonderland [2]

▪ web-based experiments using Labvanced [3]

Filler particles (FPs)…

▪ orientate listener‘s attention to upcoming speech

material [4].

▪ improve recollection of the following word [5].
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▪ improved recall for fluent condition for German

▪ no effect of condition for English

▪ both results do not confirm F&W‘s findings

▪ different study design (reduced concentration of

subjects for web-based experiment)

▪ 45 native German participants

▪ 3 conditions: fluent, FP, long silence

▪ statistical modelling using contrast coding

▪ C1: fluent vs FP/long silence; C2: FP vs long silence

glmer(Answer ~ C1 + C2 + (1 + C1 + C2 | Subject) +……...

(1|Story) + (1|Plotpoint), family = binomial)………..……...

▪ significant effect for C1 (fluent condition better 

recalled); tendency for C2 (long silence condition 

is better recalled than FP condition)

▪ 58 native English participants

▪ original stimuli from F&W in fluent and FP 

condition, manipulation for short FP

▪ 3 conditions: fluent, long FP, short FP

▪ statistical modelling using contrast coding

▪ C1: fluent vs long FP/short FP; C2: long FP vs short FP

glmer(Answer ~ C1 + C2 + (1 + C1 + C2 | Subject) + 

(1|Story/Plotpoint), family = binomial)

▪ no significant effects for C1 or C2

Fraundorf & Watson (2011)

Do FPs affect the recall on discourse level?

▪ 3 stories in 3 conditions (fluent, FP, cough)

▪ manipulation: before 6 sentences occurs a 

filler/cough (fluent condition unmanipulated)

▪ participants retell the story after listening

▪ result: FPs improve recall while coughs impair 

recall (on discourse level)
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